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Leonardo suddenly thought of something and ordered Michelle, “Get someone to protect Skylar and 

make Adams interested in her.” 

 

 “Yes… Yes? Master, how do you know the woman is called Skylar? It can’t be that you sent her over, 

right?” 

 

Michelle was somewhat shocked. 

 

“I am a little tired. I will take a rest first. You can continue deal with the company’s matters. If the two of 

them come back tomorrow, find an excuse to deal with them. You can’t sign a contract within a month.” 

 

On the other side. 

 

Elena and Jasper returned to the hotel and continued to search for information. Elena’s serious look was 

very fascinating, making Jasper look at her in a different light. 

 

Although this woman’s appearance was not the most outstanding, she still had delicate features and 

made people feel comfortable looking at her. 

 

Elena took out another plan, “Jasper, I think we need to change our way of thinking tomorrow…” 

 

Jasper felt helpless. He knew no matter how much Elena tried, she would not be able to get the contract 

within a short period of time. But she couldn’t say these words directly, so as not to dampen her 

enthusiasm. 

 

Elena told him the plan that she had prepared again. Jasper’s eyes lit up when he heard that. Sure 

enough this woman’s mind was actually unique. 



 

“Madam, are you sure this will work? Those people look down on us and do not have the sincerity to 

cooperate.” Jasper asked. 

 

Elena closed the documents. 

 

“I can’t guarantee that they will sign it, but at least I won’t let them have a good time. Just treat it as us 

giving them show of strength.” 

 

Elena had never thought that she would have such an insidious move, but for Ryan, it was worth it no 

matter how much she lost. 

 

The next day. 

 

He originally thought that Elena and Jasper would come again, but he did not expect that after waiting 

for a long time, Leonardo and Michelle did not see anyone. 

 

Michelle quietly looked at Leonardo and poured him a cup of coffee. “Sir, what are you thinking about?” 

 

“Nothing.” For some reason, Leonardo felt a little irritated and changed the topic, “Is Adams’s matter 

settled?” 

 

“It has been settled. We have not suffered any losses. On Adams’s side, he had been pampering Skylar 

too much recently.” 

 

Michelle felt it was very strange. He did not expect Adams to be fascinated by a woman. 

 

“Don’t care about him as long as he does not cause trouble for us.” 



 

At this moment, the phone in the office suddenly rang. 

 

Michelle instantly picked it up. “Hello, who are you looking for?” 

 

“It’s me, Mr. Michelle. Jasper and I made some delicious food. I want to give it to you to taste. Is it 

convenient?” 

 

Michelle instantly looked up at Leonardo and turned on the headphone. 

 

“Miss Elena, there are a lot of delicious food in Europe. You can keep the food you made for yourself. 

Our CEO doesn’t need it…” 

 

“Bring it.” 

 

A magnetic voice sounded.  Michelle looked up and did not expect his Master would make an exception. 

 

Elena only hung up after she heard the reply. The first step of the plan was very smooth. 

 

“Sir, you…” Michelle did not understand what was going on with him. From the sound of it, it sounded 

like he was a little… Angry? 

 

“You can leave first.” Leonardo’s voice turned cold and no one could tell whether he was happy or 

angry. Michelle did not dare to stay any longer and left the office. 

 

“Making food for strangers? Damn woman, did you ignore my words?” He wanted to see what this 

woman wanted to do. 


